The Science

BIOGEL is a unique combination of natural ingredients that have strong antimicrobial properties that have been tested and are proven to help control bacterial and fungal infections in open wounds and for the treatment of topical infections. BIOGEL helps to rebuild tissue beds and rehabilitate skin to normal conditions. BIOGEL stops skin irritation and hot spots in seconds, stops tail rubbing and helps to regrow hair.

Anjon Biologics, Inc.

Anjon Biologics is a biopharmaceutical company that develops leading edge molecular delivery systems for topical preventative and curative rehabilitative treatments. Products such as BIOGEL are designed to complement conventional therapies. All products are thoroughly tested veterinarians.

Also Available

BIOGEL SPRAY

For those hard to reach sores and rashes, BIOGEL SPRAY offers the same healing and infection control properties as BIOGEL. Ideal for use on scratches and leg fungal infections.

Anjon Biologics, Inc.

179 Niblick Rd. #405
Paso Robles, CA 93446
855-434-0300
www.anjonbiologics.com

For complete skin rehabilitation

Treatment of Burns, Wounds, & Sores
Reduces Scarring
Helps Stop Infection
Keeps Flies Off

VETERINARIAN APPROVED

HORSES · DOGS · CATTLE · SWINE · SHEEP
What Is BIOGEL?

• A biological water-based antimicrobial topical ointment for the healing of wounds and sores
• 100% all natural ingredients
• No steroids or alcohol
• All plant based active ingredients
• Made in the USA

Product Quality

Anjon uses only ingredients that offer the highest levels of bioavailability and impeccable quality. All ingredients are monitored and tested as they enter our facility for quality, potency and purity. All of Anjon’s products are manufactured in a FDA certified facility licensed for the production of OTC (over the counter) pharmaceuticals.

Clinical Support

Anjon’s Clinical Board of Advisors are an integral part of the product development and testing process. All products are extensively tested and proven safe and effective.

How Does BIOGEL Work?

BIOGEL’s technology uses vegetable based molecules to perform several functions during the healing process of damaged skin tissue.

- Stops infection
- Removes dead skin cells (debridement)

Depending on the depth and size of a wound, several scabs may appear and fall off the affected area during this process. This is normal. DO NOT REMOVE SCABS!

- Quiets damaged nerve ends during the healing process significantly increasing the comfort level.

- BIOGEL enhances the natural skin cell regenerative abilities and aids in the rapid rebuilding of tissue beds. According to studies already completed, BIOGEL significantly reduces scarring and speeds rehabilitation of damaged skin.

Minor skin irritations such as sun burns, rashes or bites can rehabilitate with 24 hours.

Is BIOGEL Safe?

BIOGEL is an entirely new approach to skin rehabilitation and repair that is based on an all natural ingredient formulation that supports and aids the natural healing process of cellular regeneration and boosts the immune system. BIOGEL has been tested by medical and veterinarian professionals and has been shown to be safe and effective.